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Why a new v3 API



Goals of the API

MORE SECURE
Add support for Bearer 3-legged/2-legged OAuth token-based authentication, instead of session cookies. 
More strict validations added in the backend to ensure data consistency.

CONSISTENCY FOR COLLECTIONS OF DATA
Make fetching multiple pages, or specific pages, of a collection of elements, consistent (when applicable).

STANDARDIZATION
Standardized the structure of the payloads across resources, and adhere to certain constraints. Use of 
Uniform Resource Name (URNs) to identify resources. Adhering to REST API design principles and 
verbiage.



Goals of the API

NAVIGATION 
Making it easy for developers to traverse resources by following the links in the payloads, and have a 
Unique Resource Nam

FLEXIBILITY
Multiple header types supporting data, metadata, or bulk data.

VERSIONING (UPCOMING)
Allow for pushing changes to the API structure using versioning, and allowing customers to point to 
specific versions of the API.



2-legged, 3-legged OAuth tokens and 
impersonation



Why would you bother changing the authentication?

SECURITY
Storing user credentials in the integration is a 
major security problem. Plus, create maintenance 
overhead (if the password needs to be changed, 
tied to a particular e-mail address).

STATELESS
Server doesn’t need to keep a session store, thus 
allows for better scalability on our side 
(Autodesk), and also improves reliability on the 
client side (no need to deal with separate 
servers, or network instability).

PERFORMANCE
Tokens are much faster to generate. A simple 
call, a small response. Also, contains explicitly 
expiration information. 

STANDARDIZATION
The process to get a token is standardized and 
can be used with any client that supports REST 
calls. The format of the token, and the response 
codes, are all standardized.



3-legged OAuth token

• Comprised of the end-user (also called resource 
owner, a.k.a. the tenant user), the client (the 
integration), and the authorization server (Forge) 

• Generated whenever you log into the application 
manually, and user needs to explicitly grant access to 
a resource by entering his credentials

• Access tokens last for 1h, refresh tokens last for up to 
14 days

• Contains user information, and which client id it is 
associated with



2-legged OAuth token

• Comprised of the client (the integration), and the 
authorization server (Forge) 

• Generated as needed, by an integration (most often), 
machine-to-machine

• Tokens last for 1h, can be easily generated issuing a 
POST call

• Contains client id information, no user id



Impersonation

The v3 API offers the ability for developers to have the integration act 
in the system as different users, having permissions honored for that 
particular user. 

• Requires 2-legged OAuth tokens

o Since 3-legged OAuth tokens already include user information

• Requires whitelisting of the Forge App in FLC

• Pass X-user-id in the header



Demo
Fetching a 2-legged 

Oauth token, and using 
impersonation



Traversing data, metadata, bulk data 
endpoints and collections of data



Verbs - refresher

• POST
o Used to create new items/resources in the system

• GET
• PUT

o Used to update existing items/resources
o The payload fetched in a GET serves as a “template” for PUTting

• PATCH

o Used to partially update items/resources
• DELETE

More information at https://www.restapitutorial.com/lessons/httpmethods.html

https://www.restapitutorial.com/lessons/httpmethods.html


Data, metadata, bulk endpoints

• Data is fetched using Accept: application/json

• Metadata is fetched using application/vnd.autodesk.plm.meta+json

o “Data about the data”

o Most cases, it is cached (in fact, cache-control is set to cache data)

o Definitions, configurations, setup information usually needed once

• Bulk data fetched using application/vnd.autodesk.plm.sections.bulk+json

o More bulk endpoints will be added in the future

o Case-by-case, depends on multiple factors, and payload size



Traversing the API

• Whenever application (most cases) the payload contains links to other resources

• The developer can “follow the trail” and traverse the entire API

o a.k.a. as Hypermedia As The Engine Of Application State (HATEOAS)

§ Work in progress as we add more verbs to the resources



Collections

• Query parameters are used to set the size and offset

• A key/value pair gives the user the total number of items in the collection

• Links to the first, last, next, previous pages

o Makes it very easy to traverse and fetch more pages programmatically

• Sorting is done by using asc/desc=<field type> (whenever supported)



Demo
Fetching data, 

metadata, bulk data, 
traversing the API and 

collections



Wrapping up



What are we planning for the future?

BETTER DOCUMENTATION 
Improve the documentation in the Help files with better examples, and covering a wider range of 
resources.

PATCH OPERATIONS
Allow for partial updates of certain facets of items.

VERSIONING
Allow for pushing changes to the API structure using versioning, and allowing customers to point to 
specific versions of the API.



URNs

You can fetch data from the v3 API using URNs:

https://tenant.autodeskplm360.net/api/v3
/urn:adsk.plm:tenant.workspace.section:T
ENANT.57.255

A new option is now available in Administration – General 
Settings, allowing the admin to easily whitelist the Forge 
App in FLC.

Whitelisting



Leverage developer tools in Modern

Modern is a thin client on top of the v3 API. Browsing the client with the Network panel open in the browser is a 
good way to check what are the current capabilities and what is available.



Questions?
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